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ANTI-SKIP PROTECTION. Listen to your favorite CDs with the Coby Portable Compact Anti-Skip
CD Player. Equipped with 60-second skip-free protection, this portable unit continues to provide
quick recovery from both horizontal and vertical shock.
EARBUDS INCLUDED. The Coby CD player comes with its own set of stereo earbuds, delivering
great quality sound as soon as you plug them in. You can also use any pair of headphones with a
standard 3.5mm jack.
COMPATIBILITY. Operating on two AA batteries (not included), this CD Player will only play original
CDs and will not work with CDR-R, CD-RW or MP3 discs. For added convenience, the automatically
powers off when the CD is done playing.
PORTABLE DEVICE. A simple yet functional solution for your portable audio needs, this lightweight,
personal music player will allow you to listen to your favorite music, no matter where you go.
EASY TO USE. When playing your original CDs, you can skip, search, and pause/play your favorite
tracks using the easy-to-use, accessible buttons on the front. Additionally, the digital volume control
provides precise adjustment of the volume level.Connect with COBY.
Known for their premium technology and sleek design within its family of electronics, accessories
and products for the home, COBY is all about connections â€“ the link between people and
technology, innovation and attainability. This globally recognized brand is currently best known for
creating audio and visual products and accessories that deliver a quality entertainment experience.
Groove to your latest tunes with Coby's Slim Portable Digital /CD Player and never worry about
draining batteries again.
CD Player With Earbuds.
You have all of your favorite CDS organized in your storage case, but you hardly ever get a chance
to enjoy listening to them. With the Coby Portable Compact Anti-Skip CD Player at your disposal,
you can enjoy your favorite tunes with great quality sound everywhere you go. The portable
personal CD player is designed to play original CDs (not compatible with CDR-R, CD-RW or MP3
discs) and comes with included earbuds for added convenience.
High-Quality, Compact Design.
Lightweight with a slim, compact design, you can carry the CD Player around with you no matter
where you venture off to and enjoy your favorite tunes without any skipping. The CD Player boasts
60-second anti-skip protection, continuing to provide quick recovery from both horizontal and vertical
shock. You never have to miss a beat.
Coby Portable Compact CD Player.
Easy to Use.
Listen to your CDs on your lunch break at work, strolling through the park, or lounging on the couch
after a long day. In the event that you have limited time or you have a disruption, you can skip,
search, pause and play your favorite songs using the accessible buttons on the front of the unit.
Volume Control.
Outfitted with a standard 3.5mm input, you can plug in the included earbuds or use your own stereo
headphones with a compatible jack. Then use the digital volume control to adjust the sound to your
desired level. Now you can get up and dance to your favorite tunes or unwind with some soothing
music.
Auto Power Off.
You donâ€™t need to worry if you should happen to fall asleep either. The Coby Portable Compact
Anti-Skip CD Player also includes an automatic power-off feature, conveniently shutting off when the
CD is over. Enjoy its digital LCD display without worrying about draining the batteries. Review 2021,
feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison,
cheap, cheapest, value for money.

